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The 4-Wheel Combo KeKab@" offers an economical

v --—I keyless locking option for organizing keys. The
4-wheel lock combination has 10,000 available
combinations and a key override, included.
The mechanical lock comes with a decoding pin and the

l combination can be easily changed when necessary.
l Just like the rest of HPC‘s KeKab® line, the cabinet is

. I made of heavy~gauge steel and finished with powder
I textured paint in neutral sand color. The 4-Wheel Combo

KeKab® holds 65 keys and comes complete with
numbered tags, out tags and control chart.
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s Shipping
’ Capacity Dimensions Weight Lock Stock No.

»- _ 65 keys 1?" x 13" x 3.25" 9 lbs 4-wheel KEKAB-4W65
*1’ 43 x 33 x 8cm 4 kg combination

4-Wheel Combo KeKab®
No. KEKAB-4W65

Horizontal & Vertical KeKab® Series ’
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—§;§i " I x I, The Horizontal 8. Vertical KeKabs are designed
*4’ for mounting in hard to fit places.

between a doorway and corner. The Horizontal KeKab"~§'
I I1I%,,y1I I The Vertical KeKab"i' is perfect for narrow areas such as4.;

is perfect for areas such as above or beneath a window.
'11 I Just like the rest of HPC‘s KeKab® line, both of these

I I I KeKabs are made of heavy-gauge steel and finished with
-- " powder textured paint in a neutral sand color. They are

equipped with a 5-wafer cam lock and come complete with
-A numbered key tags, out tags and control chart.J 111111 ll lkl| ms ||\0
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' 48 keys 7" X 29.63" J< 1.5" 7 lbs 5-wafer KEKAB-H48
'I Capacity Dimensions Weight Lock Stock No.

- Vertical KeKab® 1a X rs X 4cm 3 kg cam lock
No. KEKAB-V50 50 keys 29.53" x 7"x1.5” 7 lbs 5-wafer KEKAB-V50

I 75 x 18 x 4cm 3 kg cam lock
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- _ I All HPC KeKabs come with a freel ‘_,_~_1 download of KeyTrall" 25, a full function
fi _ sample version of the preeminent program
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j_ . —_§_. T— — — ' for managing your keys. the doors that7 q_ _I; i st-~_ ..

4;P1JA‘-"_'-"‘fi'~e "'- they open and the people that hold them.
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